2020 PHILIPSBURG ELKS LODGE & C. C. GOLF SCHEDULE

Last revised: NOVEMBER 1, 2019

MARCH 8   PRO SHOP OPENS FOR SEASON

APRIL
4TH      HOLE-IN-ONE INSURANCE BEGINS
4TH      START QUALIFYING FOR LUPTON
11TH     THE MASTERS
12TH     THE MASTERS
25TH     P-O MOUNTIE WRESTLING 8:30 / 1:00

MAY
9TH      JACK FRANK MEMORIAL 8:00 / 1:00
17TH     Q TOURNAMENT – 1:30 SHOTGUN
20TH     LAST DAY TO QUALIFY FOR LUPTON
23RD     W. CARL LUPTON MEMORIAL
24TH     W. CARL LUPTON MEMORIAL
25TH     W. CARL LUPTON MEMORIAL

JUNE
1ST      PA STATE POLICE OUTING – 8:30
13TH     THE ELKS INVITATIONAL
23RD     W.G.A.C.P. – 9:00
27TH     MEMORIAL
28TH     MEMORIAL

CHECK NEWSLETTERS, PRO SHOP BULLETIN BOARD
AND THE WEB SITE FOR ALL THE INFO ON THESE
TOURNAMENTS AND MANY OTHERS.

www.philipburgeelts.com

IF YOU DON’T GET EMAILS FROM THE PRO SHOP
SEND ONE TO pfgolf9@gmail.com TO GET ON THE LIST.

DOWNLOAD THE APP CALLED “BAND” PHILIPSBURG
ELKS MEMBERS FOR ELECTRONIC SCHEDULE & INFO

CENTRAL COUNTIES EVENTS

MAY 2 – TWO MAN
CLEARFIELD CURWENSVILLE CC

JUNE 6 & 7 – INDIVIDUAL/TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP
PARK HILLS CC

AUGUST 3 – JUNIOR CHAMPIONSHIP
PHILIPSBURG ELKS LODGE & CC

SEPTEMBER 19 & 20 – PRO AM CHAMPIONSHIP
MT. VIEW CC

SEPTEMBER 27 – SENIORS
IRON MASTERS CC

AMERICAN LEGION, BELLES SPRINGS, NITTANY,
SINKING VALLEY, IRON MASTERS, HUNTINGDON,
LEWISTOWN, CLEARFIELD, MT. VIEW, SUMMIT, DOWN
RIVER, PARK HILLS & PHILIPSBURG ELKS.

PHILIPSBURG ELKS; DEFENDING CCGA TEAM CHAMPIONS AND
PRO AM GROSS TEAM CHAMPIONS!

JULY
3RD      OSCEOLA OPEN
4TH      QUALIFYING FOR CHAMPIONSHIP BEGINS
5TH      FLAG TOURNAMENT
10TH     TEEING UP FOR T-CELLS BY J. CONDO
19TH     CLUB SENIOR CHAMPIONSHIP 1:00
25TH     WALTER SWOOPE MEMORIAL
26TH     WALTER SWOOPE MEMORIAL
29TH     FISH OPEN / PRO AM – COURSE CLOSED

11TH OR 18TH MT. VALLEY CUP – 8:30 - TBD

AUGUST
1ST      HOUTZDALE FIRE CO – 1:30
7TH      MEMBER GUEST PRACTICE ROUND
8TH      MEMBER GUEST ROUND 1
9TH      MEMBER GUEST ROUND 2
18TH     ELKS JUNIOR CHAMPIONSHIP
23RD     HUSBAND WIFE CHAMPIONSHIP – 1:30
29TH     25TH ANNIV. PRO SHOP EMPLOYEE
CELEBRATION (GOLF/PARTY) - 1:00

SEPTEMBER
1ST      LAST DAY TO QUALIFY
2ND      LAST DAY TO SIGN UP / PLAYOFF TOP 16
2RD      TOP 16 SHOOTOUT
5TH      CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP
6TH      CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP
7TH      CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP
12TH     WILBUR O’NEIL MEMORIAL – 9:00
13TH     PARENT CHILD 1:00
21ST     PA STATE POLICE GOLF OUTING – 9:00

OCTOBER
3RD      CHAMPIONS CHAMPIONSHIP
4TH      LAST DAY FOR HOLE-IN-ONE INSURANCE
4TH      MIXED COUPLES – 1:00 SHOTGUN
10TH     FALL CLASSIC
15TH     LAST DAY TO USE SHOP CREDIT
18TH     LOUISIANA DRAW

NOVEMBER
13TH     PRO SHOP CLOSES FOR THE SEASON

PSU HOMES GAMES
SEPT 5,19,26 OCT 17,24

LEAGUE DATES: SUBJECT TO CHANGE

MEN’S LEAGUE

MAY 7,14,21,28     JUNE 4,11,18,25
JULY 2,9,16,23,30    AUGUST 6
PLAYOFFS AUGUST 13,20

LADIES LEAGUE

MAY 5,12,19,26     JUNE 2,9,16,30
JULY 7,14,21,28     AUGUST 4,11,18,25
SEPTEMBER 1,8,15